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Bran

Snedgus & Mac
Riagla

Ùi Corra

Máeldύin

Silver branch

Punishment from
Colmcille

Parents fast against the devil
for a child, Three sons act
according to pre-destination.
Curiosity over where the sun
goes and why the sea doesn't
freeze
3 grandsons + shipwright +
Naked Fool + bishop, priest +
deacon = 9
Lochan's vision:
4 rivers of Hell - toads,
serpents, fire and snow;
Monster of hell - abundance of
heads and feet;
Michael in the form of a bird

Seeking vengeance for the
killers of his father

Launched by

3x9+3

60 x 2 / 2

Manannán's
chariot

Well-stream tasting
like new milk

Crew:

Initial
Wonder

Wonder

Island 1

Forest under
the sea
Sea of Glass
or Mist.
Island of Joy
[They lose 1
crew
member]

17 [60] + 3 foster-brothers

Two small bare islands, two
forts on them – Here he
hears the boast of Ailill's , his
father’s killer

Great wind blows them away

Island with silver
Island of Sorrow:
fence in the middle: [They lose 1 crew member]
Fish-weir with
plank of silver,
salmon as big as
bull-calves

Island of giant devouring ants
-

Wonder

Island 2

Island 3

Gift

Island 4

Wonder

Sticky Ball of
Wool

Land of
Women:,
great tree of
singing birds
They stay for
what seems 1
year but is
longer.

Fool dies and returns as a bird

Island of catheaded warriors:
One survivor gives
them food and a
blessing

Island of apple-grove and
River of Wine:
melodious wind in the
treetops; removes wounds
and disease

Terraced Island of tasty Birds

Island of great Tree
& beautiful birds,
one with head of
gold and wings of
silver - tells of the
beginning and end
of the world;;
Bird: gives leaf of
tree It is used as
Colmcille's
(flabellum
Island of HoundHeaded Warriors:
Cleric give them
fish, wine and
wheat

[Island of Joy] Four-fold
division:
Fair-grey sedate men, royal
lords, champions and
servants;
[minus one crew-member]

Island of Hound-Legged
Horse: happy to see them,
although wants to eat them.,
Throws stones as they leave.

Island on a pillar:
They hear a great commotion
above, but cannot see
anything

Island of Giant Horse-Race;
(pact between Germán and
Diurán)

Rainbow River:
Only available from 9am
Tuesday to noon Saturday – It
tastes of honey

Wonder
Gift
Island 5

Island 6

Island 7

PROPHECY

Island 8

Silver pillar, four-sided, fishing
net of silver and findruimi:
Lochan takes 3 half-ounces of
silver & findriumi as a token
Island of Daga:
Disciple who forgot a Nocturn;
Island of red-flowers the size
of tables dripping honey, birds
singing - souls of holy humans
Half dead men, half alive:
Flames roll over the island;
Band with feet of iron

Swine-headed
warriors:
Reapers reaping
corn in middle of
summer
Multitude of Gaels,
women singing
sianáns;
Elijah and Enoch
live on the island,
Island has a lake of
water and a lake of
fire,
House of 100 doors Flagstone of hell;
– Island of 60 pairs People on fiery spits
originally set
adrift.They are now
blessed.
King prophesies
invasion of half of
Ireland because of
neglect of God;

Island of Flung Salmon /
Salmon-flap
Food for all

Long Island of Apples
Máeldύin takes branch of
apples that feed the crew for
40 nights each

Island of Revolving Beast;
also throws stones, one goes
through MD’s shield and
lodges in the keel

Island of Sleep:
Island of Carnivorous Horses
Bronze pallisade & bronze net:
Wind in the net sends them to
sleep for 3 nights;

Wonder

Wonder

Island 9

Many-coloured bird-flock;
Three sun's rays in its breast soul of a "monkess"
Other birds are souls let out of
hell on Sundays
Three rivers:
Otters, eels and swans - birds
come out of them;
Bird (monkess) tells of her 3
good deeds
Grey-haird harpist;
Shining grass, purple-headed
flowers, birds and bees
singing

Gift
Hell

Man rowing with a fiery spade,
squished by fiery roller –
punished for rowing on
Sundays;
MILLER OF HELL - niggardly
in life;
Rider of fiery horse - stole
horse from his brother but
punished for riding it on a
Sunday;

Island of Underground Pigs,
Swimming Birds and Golden
Apples; Ground heated by
swine, Day / Nights cycle,
tidal?
Golden Apples that satisfy
hunger and thirst

Hell contd.

Island of dishonest smiths torn by black birds with
flaming talons;
Giant carrying firewood –
punished for carrying wood
on a Sunday;
Sea of fire full of heads;
A worm pierces the hull of the
boat;

Island 10

Island 11

Gift
(with a moral)

Island 12

Island 13

Wood full of honey, soft heath,
shining lake;
Monster rises and disappears
Community of Ailbe of Emly;
Gillie wants a drink, go to seek
permission;
Told to go before morning
Gillie wants to take stones
from the beach - one of
crystal, silver and gold. Those
who took them were unhappy
at not taking more, those who
didn't were unhappy at not
taking any
Psalm-singing old man with
many built churches, bees and
purple-headed birds
Island of secluded church,
with solitary cleric;
Cleric tells predicts the rest of
their journey

Island of the Guard-Cat;
first foster-brother killed
Island of Bronze fence with
black and white sheep:

Giant swine and calves; river
of fire
" Island of the giant miller;
Whatever is begrudged is
ground there

Island 14

Christ's deserting disciple;
Crew fed with bread and fish

PROPHECY

given prophecy of conclusion
of journey

Island 15

Island 16

Island 17
Island 18

SUBIMMRÁM

PROPHECY

Island of Sorrow; 2nd fosterbrother; is lost. Máeldύin's
solution is not to breathe air.

Island of sleep; 4 fences gold, silver, "brass" and
crystal. Kings, queens,
warriors and maidens.
Island of bronze fort and
glass bridge.
Woman draws water in a
bucket.
Crew ask the woman to
sleep with Máeldύin,.
Island of noisy birds singing
psalms
Expanding Island of the First
hairy hermit;
Birds are souls of his kin
awaiting doomsday,
.
Hermit went alone into the
ocean on pilgrimage, his boat
split, and he had two sods of
Ireland under his feet which
grew into the island.
All will reach home but one

Island 19

Island 20

Wonder
Wonder

Island 21

Island 22

Island of the second hairy
hermit and his wondrous
stream;
Gives whey or water on
Weds & Fri; Milk on Sundays
and ale on certain feast days
Island of Smiths;
MD says to flee but point the
boats forwards.
Smith throws glowing metal
into sea to boil it.
Sea of Glass;clear enough to
see green sand at the bottom
Sea of Cloud:
They see "a beautiful country"
beneath them. There is a
great beast in a tree,
Island of Nut-throwers:
People of this island shout
"It's them!"
"
Island of Rainbow Stream of
Salmon;
Stream overhead from noon
Monday till Sunday late
afternoon. They can lie
beneath the stream without
getting wet, poking their
spears upwards and salmon
fall out. Island stinks of

Wonder

GIFT
Island 23

Island 24

Wonder /
REMINDER?
Island 25
Island 26

SUBIMMRÁM

salmon!
Pillar of silver net;
Can't see top or bottom of 4sided pillar.
Can sail through a single
mesh. Diurán takes 2 1/2
ounces as "proof".
2 ½ ounces of silver, to be
offered at Armagh
Island on a pillar;
Only way in is a locked door.
They see people above on
the island, but do not
converse.
Island of Women They have
a wealthy leisured life with no
sickness or age. Maelduin
stays with the (judge) queen.
Time drags and crew wish to
leave.
Sticky ball of wool.: Crewmember loses his hand
Island of intoxicating berries;
Forgetfulness?
Island of Phoenix-Eagle;
Three-day renewal of an old
eagle through bathing in the
juice of the berries
Fifteenth and sole survivor of
community of Brennain of
Birr. Has stone tablet as relic.

Island of Joy; third fosterbrother is lost
Island of fiery rampart; Vision
of classic Otherworld,
Island of Forgiveness;
Reformed (evil cook) thief of
Torry Island - his living
conditions improve over time.
and is forgiven over time.
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Island 27
Island 28
Island 29

SUBIMMRÁM
Island 30
DESTINATION

Bran cannot
return but
ensures story
survives

The monks are
told they will return
home to tell their
story,

The bishop and bothers go to
Rome The ghillie remains in
Britain to pass on story.

He was effectively set adrift
(by God) - punishment for
theft.
Island of the Falcon;
uninhabited, but the Falcon
looks Irish, so they follow it.
Island of Ailill's killers;
welcomed as weary travellers
with a good story to tell

